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e intransitive use of to warn—when no recipi-
ent of the warning is specified—apparently sounds
odd to some native speakers in some contexts.¹ is
document is a compilation of various scraps of data
on the issue—focusing on current usage, recent his-
tory, and potential differences between British and
American English—for anyone who is interested in
this sort of thing. e absence of thesis and conclu-
sion is intentional.

1 Corpora

e ultimate usage authorities for a certain dialect
are its speakers, and corpora are the searchable ag-
gregates of these people’s voices. Unlike dictionar-
ies, however, corpora leave most of the interpreting
to you. In that I will follow their example.
e query I used, -[be] [warn].[v*] ,|.|of|

against|that, is optimized to exclude as many tran-
sitive constructions as possible, not to capture all
intransitive ones. -[be] excludes passive construc-
tions, [warn].[v*]matches all verb forms of to warn
(.[v*] specifies the  tags), and ,|.|of|against|
that matches any of those five tokens.

[warn].[v*] alsomatches the potentially -am-
biguouswarning, relying completely on the corpus’s
 tagging to make the distinction. In order to con-
firm the plausibility of the results, I compared them
to the results of -[be] warned|warns|warn ,|.|of|
against|that.
I will not distinguish between intransitive and ab-

solute (also called elliptical) usages of to warn, as I

see in this case no reliable way to make the distinc-
tion (save, perhaps, asking the speaker) and certainly
none I could translate into a corpus query. Further-
more, absolute usages are extremely rare in any
case. Absolute verbs are verbs whose objects are im-
plied but not stated. Discussing to remind, Merriam-
Webster’s Dictionary of English Usage² gives an ex-
ample from the e Times Literary Supplement of
February , : “Your correspondence … reminds
of a question.”

1.1 Corpus of Contemporary American
English

Figure :  genre chart

e Corpus of Contemporary American English,³
, “is the largest freely-available corpus of En-
glish, and the only large and balanced corpus of
American English. It was created by Mark Davies
of Brigham Young University in .” It “contains
more than  million words of text and is equally
divided among spoken, fiction, popular magazines,
newspapers, and academic texts. It includes  mil-

. Geoffrey K. Pullum, “Language Log » English grammar: not for debate,” , http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=
2623; Ben Zimmer, “Language Log » Further ‘warning’,” , http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=2625.

. Inc. Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of English Usage (Merriam-Webster, ), p. , : ,
http://books.google.com/books?id=2yJusP0vrdgC.

. Mark Davies, “Corpus of Contemporary American English,” , http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/.
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lion words each year from – and the corpus
is also updated once or twice a year ….”⁴
On January , , my query turned up ,

tokens, about % of the , tokens matching
[warn].[v*]. I manually checked  tokens out of a
cross section of all years and genres, none of which
was transitive. ere are, however, infrequent con-
structions such as “When field reviews began in the
s, states were repeatedly warned that they were
failing to comply with the law warnings that con-
tinue to this day.”⁵ and “Lincoln warned that able
organizer but dilatory strategist, General George B.
McClellan, ‘Your enemies will probably use time as
advantageously as you can.’ ”⁶ that do slip through.
On the same day, my comparison query yielded

, tokens, about % of the , tokens for
warned|warns|warn. e difference of two percent-
age points (about %) is barely statistically signif-
icant, and probably negligible for the purposes of
this investigation. Again, my hand-checked sample
of  tokens included no false-positives.

1.2 British National Corpus

Figure :  genre chart

e British National Corpus,⁷ , contains about
 million words of texts wrien between the s
and .
In the , the query yields , tokens, about

% of the , tokens for [warn].[v*]. (Excluding
warning, as above: 1,988

5,587 ≈ 36%.) is time, how-
ever, the query tuned up one false-positive,⁸ due to

a mistaggedwarning in the  entries that I checked
manually.
Note that the genre balance of the  is not as

even as that of the ,⁹ hence the frequencies per
million words rather than the raw frequencies should
be used for comparisons of genres.

1.3 Corpus of Historical American English

Figure : , per year

e Corpus of Historical American English,¹⁰
, “is the largest structured corpus of historical
English (or any language, for that maer).” It con-
tains “more than  million words of text of Amer-
ican English from  to .”¹¹
Here, the query yields , tokens, % of the

, tokens matching [warn].[v*], which is inter-
preted as warn|warns|warned in this corpus, render-
ing the comparison query redundant.

1.4 Google Books Ngram Viewer

When the Google Books Ngram Viewer¹² launched
in December , it immediately joined many a lin-
guist’s league of favorite toys. As the name suggests,
it is not a feature-rich corpus, but an interface to a
database of n-grams, series of n (currently one to
five) words, gleaned from some of the  million
books scanned byGoogle. And it is gargantuan: “e
datasets we’re making available today to further hu-
manities research are based on a subset of that cor-
pus, weighing in at  billionwords from .million

. Mark Davies, “Corpus of Contemporary American English (Introduction),” , http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/help/intro_
e.asp.

. Mitch Weiss, “AP IMPACT: Weak rules cripple appraiser oversight,” , http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/x4.asp?t=4024646&
ID=468017976.

. National Review, “Action is Day,” , http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/x4.asp?t=2019848&ID=140203212, .
. Oxford University Press, “British National Corpus,” , http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/.
. Scotsman, “World affairs material,” -, http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/x4.asp?t=3686&ID=136584753.
. Mark Davies, “Comparison of  and ,” , http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/help/compare_bnc.asp.
. Mark Davies, “Corpus of Historical American English,” , http://corpus.byu.edu/coha/.
. Mark Davies, “Corpus of Historical American English (Introduction),” , http://corpus.byu.edu/coha/help/intro_e.asp.
. Google Books, “Google Books Ngram Viewer,” , http://ngrams.googlelabs.com/.
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books in Chinese, English, French, German, Russian,
and Spanish.”¹³
Since the past tense forms of to warn are signifi-

cantly more frequent than the present tense ones, I

opted to use separate graphs with differing scales.
Note also that there is no way to exclude passive
constructions in this search.

1.4.1 American English Corpus

Figure : Past tense of to warn in American Google Books n-gram database

Figure : Present tense of to warn in American Google Books n-gram database

. Alex Chitu and Jon Orwant, “Google Books Ngram Viewer,” , http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2010/12/google-
books-ngram-viewer.html.
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1.4.2 British English Corpus

Figure : Past tense of to warn in British Google Books n-gram database

Figure : Present tense of to warn in British Google Books n-gram database

2 Great Authors

ese are excerpts from books by people I hold in
high esteem. (I have only read some of the books,
though.)

Jefferson specifically warned against “banking institu-
tions and monied incorporations” (what we would now
call “corporations”) and said that if they grow, the aris-
tocrats will have won and the American Revolution will
have been lost. —Noam Chomsky¹⁴

She warned that launching an aack on Iraq would un-
dermine counterterrorism efforts. —Amy Goodman and
David Goodman¹⁵

She says that a possible outcome of the  
Act is “the criminalization of legitimate political dissent”
and warns that it “grants the executive branch unprece-
dented, and largely unchecked, surveillance powers, in-
cluding the enhanced ability to track email and Inter-
net usage, conduct sneak-and-peak searches, obtain sen-
sitive personal records, [and] monitor financial transac-
tions.” (addition in original) —Howard Zinn¹⁶

Worse, a 1999 report had already warned that aj Qaeda
was looking into using planes as missiles with the in-
tention of crashing them into government buildings.
—Michael Moore¹⁷

While the army corps of engineers and others warned of
the urgent impending danger to New Orleans and put

. Noam Chomsky and David Barsamian, Secrets, Lies, and Democracy, Real story series (Odonian Press, ), http://books.
google.com/books?id=geqfAAAAMAAJ.
. Amy Goodman and David Goodman, Static: Government Liars, Media Cheerleaders, and the People Who Fight Ba (Hyperion

Books, ), : , http://books.google.com/books?id=Jhju1Iw9KsoC.
. Howard Zinn andAnthonyArnove, Terrorism andWar, AnOpenMedia book (Seven Stories Press, ), : ,

http://books.google.com/books?id=7SoehfdinYMC.
. Michael Moore, Dude, Where’s My Country? (Warner Books, ), : , http://books.google.com/books?

id=ypJMwrKNrTsC.
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forward proposals for funding to reinforce and protect
the city, the Bush administration, in every year since
2001, has cut or refused to fund New Orleans flood con-
trol, and ignored scientists’ warnings of increased hurri-
canes as a result of global warming. —Jordan Flaherty¹⁸

Tue’s (2001) excellent book on chart design warns
against a common error. —Chicago University Press¹⁹

Most of all, that earlier Silk would have prayed devoutly
to the Outsider, though the Outsider had warned that he
would send no aid. —Gene Wolfe²⁰

Prudence warned against it as well. —Gene Wolfe²¹

Her voice told him, very sweetly, that he was welcome
to leave a message aer the beep, but warned that she
hardly ever listened to them and that it was much bet-
ter to talk to her directly, only he couldn’t because she
wasn’t in, so he’d best try again. —Douglas Adams²²

I remembered the previous owner had said a mechanic
had told him the plate was hard to get on. That was why.
The shopmanual had warned about this, but like the oth-
ers he was probably in too much of a hurry or he didn’t
care. —Robert Maynard Pirsig²³

So, if evidence is such an intangible thing aer all, why
am I warning against newways of interpreting evidence?
—Douglas Hofstadter²⁴

3 Etymology

e Oxford English Dictionary²⁵ writes:
Old English warenian, warnian, wearnian = Middle Low
German warnen to warn, inform, Flemish (Kilian) †waer-
nen to warn, put on one’s guard, Old High German
warnôn, warnên to warn, refl. to provide oneself, to take
precautions (Middle HighGerman, modern Germanwar-
nen to warn; the Swedish varna, Danish varne are prob-
ably < German) < Germanic *waranōjan (-ǣjan), < *war-
to be cautious: see ware adj.

In Old English and in Continental Germanic this verb
seems to have been to some extent confused with Ger-
manic *warnōjan, cognate and synonymous with *warn-
jan to refuse, forbid, etc. (see warn v.2).

Among the twenty-three senses the  lists are
seven marked absol. and two marked intr. (.e. has
both labels, absol. or intr.), but none of these is likely
to be of interest here, for the newest citation is from
.

Figure : Ernest Klein, A Comprehensive Etymologi-
cal Dictionary of the English Language (El-
sevier Pub. Co., )

Figure : Walter William Skeat, An Etymological
Dictionary of the English Language (Oxford
University Press, )

. Jordan Flaherty, Amy Goodman, and Tracie Washington, Floodlines: Community and Resistance from Katrina to the Jena Six
(Haymarket Books, ), : , http://books.google.com/books?id=bFS8XQLWD2QC.
. University of Chicago Press, e Chicago Manual of Style (University of Chicago Press, ), § ., : ,

http://books.google.com/books?id=5ojfQwAACAAJ.
. Gene Wolfe, Exodus from the Long Sun, Book of the Long Sun (Tom Doherty Associates, ), : , http:

//books.google.com/books?id=EzshHAAACAAJ.
. Gene Wolfe, e Sword of the Lictor, Book of the New Sun (Arrow Books, ), : , http://books.google.

com/books?id=y3WlQAAACAAJ.
. Douglas Adams, e Long Dark Tea-Time of the Soul, Pocket Books (Simon & Schuster, ), : , http:

//books.google.com/books?id=h7pjdEPBeGUC.
. Robert Maynard Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry Into Values (HarperTorch, ), :

, http://books.google.com/books?id=KMRReyLPyXMC.
. Douglas H. Hofstadter, Gödel, Eser, Ba: An Eternal Golden Braid (Basic Books, ).
. Oxford University Press, “warn, v.1 – OED Online,” , http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/225791.
. Benjamin Eli Smith William Dwight Whitney, e Century Dictionary: An Encyclopedic Lexicon of the English Language (e

Century Company, ), vol. , p. , http://century-dictionary.com.
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4 Modern English Dictionaries

e Century Dictionary (–) listed to
warn only as transitive,²⁶ and so also Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary (),²⁷ both of which can
be searched at Wordnik.

Some two decades later, the orndike-Century
Junior Dictionary recognized the intransitive use al-
ready:

Figure : Edward Lee orndike, e orndike-
Century Junior Dictionary (Sco Fores-
man / Company, )

But it does not seem to have made the cut inWeb-
ster’s  New Twentieth Century Dictionary:

Figure : Noah Webster and Harold Whitehall,
Webster’s New Twentieth Century Dictio-
nary of the English Language, Unabridged
(e Publishers Guild, )

Webster’s New World Dictionary, however, in-
cluded it:

Figure : Noah Webster, Webster’s New World Dic-
tionary of the American Language, Ency-
clopedic Edition (World Publishing Com-
pany, )

Figure : Noah Webster, New international dictio-
nary of the English language (G. & C. Mer-
riam Company, )

Figure : William Geddie, Chambers’s Twentieth
Century Dictionary (W. & R. Chambers,
)

. Noah Webster and Noah Porter, Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary (G. Bell, ).
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e British Advanced Learner’s dictionary omit-
ted it in :

Figure : Albert Sydney Hornby, E.V. Gatenby, and
H.Wakefield,eAdvanced Learner’s Dic-
tionary of Current English (Oxford Uni-
versity Press, )

Figure : Noah Webster, Webster’s Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary (G. & C. Merriam
Company, )

e British Fowler usage dictionary recognized it
in :

Figure : Fowler’s Modern English Usage: 2nd Edi-
tion (Clarendon Press, )

Figure : Philip Babcock Gove,Webster’s ird New
International Dictionary: of the English
Language, Unabridged (G. & C. Merriam
Co., )

Even as late as , the American Funk & Wag-
nalls Standard Dictionary (that is just its name) still
omied it:

Figure : Funk &Wagnalls Company, Funk & Wag-
nalls Standard Dictionary of the English
Language (Funk & Wagnalls, New York,
)





Figure : William Morris, e American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language
(American Heritage Publishing Com-
pany, )

Figure : Jess M. Stein, e Random House Dictio-
nary of the English Language (Random
House, )

e American Heritage Dictionary with its 
edition, of course, continued to include it:

Figure : William Morris, e American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language
(American Heritage Publishing Com-
pany, ), : 

e Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of
, however, still omied it. Since this is the
newest Advanced Learner’s Dictionary in my col-
lection, let it be revealed that the current version,
which is available online at oxfordadvancedlearn-
ersdictionary.com, lists transitive and intransitive
use side by side.²⁸

Figure : Anthony Paul Cowie, A. C. Gimson, and
Albert Sydney Hornby, Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary of Current English
(Oxford University Press, ), :


. A.S. Hornby et al.,Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Oxford University Press, ), : , http://books.
google.com/books?id=4mWSSAAACAAJ.
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Figure : Paul Procter, Longman Dictionary of Con-
temporary English (Longman, ), :


Figure : Stuart Berg Flexner, e Random House
Dictionary of the English language (Ran-
dom House, ), : 

Figure : Anne H. Soukhanov, e American Her-
itage Dictionary of the English Lan-
guage (Houghton Mifflin, ), :


Figure : John Sinclair, Collins COBUILD English
Dictionary (HarperCollins, ), :
, http : / / books . google .
com/books?id=TcIUAQAAIAAJ

Figure : Della Summers and Adam Gadsby, Long-
man Dictionary of Contemporary English
(Longman, ), : 
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Figure : Paul Procter, Cambridge International
Dictionary of English (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, ), : ,
http : / / books . google . com / books ? id =
OtWRQgAACAAJ

Figure : Cambridge International Dictionary of En-
glish (Cambridge University Press, )

Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of English Us-
age,²⁹ freely available through Google Books, says:
Use of warn as an intransitive verb is common and

widespread, although it is actually a fairly recent devel-
opment. It seems to have originated in American English
in the early 20th century. American Dictionaries have
recognized the intransitive warn as standard for many
years, but several prominent British dictionaries continue
to omit it, suggesting that it may occur less commonly in
British than in American English. (On the other hand, Sir
Ernest Gowers noted in his 1965 revision of Fowler that
“intransitive use … is now common in journalism.”) Few
commentators have warned against its use. Those who
have would revise the preceding sentence so thatwarned
has a direct object, making it something like “Few com-
mentators have warned their readers against its use.”
Such revision is unnecessary and may even be awkward
or misleading in contexts where the warning is directed
generally rather than to a specific individual or group.

“… which warns of the approach of spring” —Mary
Austin, Starry Adventure, 1931

“But he warns against what he thinks might well turn
out to be a fatal illusion” —Alain Locke, Key Reporter, Au-
tumn 1951

“Oen in the years that followed, Gowald warned
against the rising tide of Fascist parties” —Current Bi-
ography 1948

Figure : Henry Watson Fowler and R. W. Burch-
field,eNew Fowler’s Modern English Us-
age, rd Edition (Oxford University Press,
)

Figure : Elizabeth Jewell and Frank R. Abate, e
new Oxford American dictionary (Oxford
University Press, )

. Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of English Usage, p. .
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Figure : Erin McKean, e New Oxford Ameri-
can Dictionary, Volume  (Oxford Uni-
versity Press, ), : ,
http : / / books . google . com / books ? id =
4oeeQgAACAAJ

(e American Heritage Dictionary and the Cen-
tury Dictionary and several more can be searched at
Wordnik.³⁰)
At the time that I write this, February , ,

Wiktionary lists four citations for intransitive to
warn, among them one from a  translation of

Bible verses Galatians , – by William Tyndale:
“then Iames Cephas and Iohn … agreed with vs
that we shuld preache amonge the Hethen and they
amonge the Iewes:warnynge only that we shulde re-
member the poore.” e Oxford English Dictionary
describes this usage as absolute.
e entry in the Merriam-Webster Online Dictio-

nary,³¹ which cites one intransitive example (“ ‘is
won’t be easy,’ he warned.”), looks similar to the
one in the American Heritage Dictionary, but in
Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary³² there are
a few more examples, among them the following in-
transitive uses: “e company has warned (inves-
tors) that its profits are likely to be lower in the com-
ing year,” “e book warns about/of the dangers of
not geing enough exercise,” and “Shewarns against
making changes too quickly.”

Originally, I wanted to close with a funny remark
on an anagram of warn, but the only one I could
find is rawn, a term for “[t]he roe or ovaries of a
female fish (or shellfish)”.³³ If you can think of a
good closing remark or if you have found errors in
this document, please leave a comment on my blog.
anks for your interest, and I hope you had a seiz-
able amount of fun reading this.

. American Heritage Dictionary, “warn – definition and meaning from Wordnik,” , http://www.wordnik.com/words/warn.
. Merriam-Webster, “Warn – Definition and More from the Free Merriam-Webster Dictionary,” , http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/warn.
. Merriam-Webster, “Warn – Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary,” , http://www.learnersdictionary.com/search/

warn.
. Oxford University Press, “rawn, n. – OED Online,” , http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/158711.
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